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FIRE PROTECTION SERVICES

Very early warning smoke detection in oil, gas facilities
ACCORDING to Xtralis, the heavy
investment in the oil and gas industry and
the highly flammable nature of products has
created a strong need for early warning smoke
detection.
“A disaster in this industry would not only
threaten lives and facilities but also adversely
affect national and international economies,”
Xtralis Asia Pacific sales director Tony
Drummond said.
There were a number of smoke detection
challenges faced in an emergency situation,
particularly in an offshore environment. This
included evacuating occupants safely and
containing the fire.
“The highly flammable nature of these
facilities means an undetected fire could
spread rapidly,” Mr Drummond said.
In addition, smoke originating within
electrical or mechanical equipment was slow
to detect and could cause extensive damage to
equipment.
Access could also be difficult or limited in
areas such as battery rooms, cable tunnels, or
where welding or other mechanical work was
being conducted.
VESDA by Xtralis is a very early warning
smoke detection solution with continuous air
sampling. This system provides the earliest
possible warning of an impending fire hazard.
“VESDA buys time to investigate an
alarm and initiate an appropriate response to
prevent injury, property damage or business
disruption,” Mr Drummond said.
The key advantages of the early smoke
detection system were multiple configurable
pre-alarms that provided very early warning
for investigation and subsequent warnings to
initiate automated fire services notification,

Stages of fire growth

equipment shutdown, evacuation and
suppression; the ability to locate sampling
holes where smoke would travel and to
position the detector in a location that had
easy access for maintenance; plus sampling
pipes which could be inserted into electrical

equipment enclosures or close to high-risk
areas.
Further, the wide sensitivity range of a
VESDA detector allowed alarm thresholds to
be set for the earliest possible warning of a fire
in a large open space.

Xtralis has many years of experience in
protecting oil and gas facilities around the
world from the threat of fire.
Some of its clients are ESSO, Woodside,
Shell, BP and Caltex, all of which use VESDA
systems to protect their facilities.

